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Literature is a beautiful arrangement or some creative activities of artwork, so we can get some experiences and knowledge from it. Poetry is one of literary works and inside the poetry, there is lyrical poem. Lyric poem is somebody’s expression of thought and feeling. It may describe an object, a person or an event.

This study aimed to find out the detailed meaning, general meaning, and the message inside the lyrical poem “Queen of My Heart” in Westlife’s album “World of Our Own”

This study uses the descriptive method research as the research design, because there is no treatment. The object of the study is the song “Queen of My Heart” by Westlife from the album “World of our own” released in 2001.

The general meaning of the lyrical poem “Queen of My Heart” in Westlife’s album “World of Our Own” is about midnight praying. The poet reminds that midnight praying will help us nearer to God. The detailed meaning of the lyrical poem “Queen of My Heart” in Westlife’s album ‘World of Our Own’ express that midnight praying can make us closer to God. Therefore, do not spend our midnight in vain, but for praying. So we will feel happy when we find the right way that blessed by God. Then, if we often do the midnight praying God will give us the bright soul and we will be respected beside He when we die, next. And although God is unseen but He always know whatehever we do in this world. The message find the lyrical poem of “Queen of My Heart” in Westlife’s Album “World of Our Own” are poet expresses that midnight is a good time for human being to pray to God. The poet explains that God is one and everlasting. The poet also reminds that human being will feel happy, nice, quite and peace, when he finds the right way, the way blessed by God.